People have called this region home for more than 10,000 years. We know this from the things people left behind, the cultural marks people have made on the landscape and the oral histories that people have passed on for generations. As you step back in time, consider what might be familiar about objects from the past. You may be surprised by what you find! As you explore this gallery, we invite you to let your imagination run wild. The prompts below will help you experience all that this gallery has to offer. To learn more about You Are Here, please visit www.cincymuseum.org/historymuseum/you-are-here/.

**Act**
- Cincinnati has a long history of sports leagues. Pick your favorite sport and try to recreate the motions of its players.
- Cincinnati is home to many news stations. Try your hand at reporting by interviewing someone in your group.
- **Pre-K:** Do you play any sports? What motions do you use to play those sports?

**Discover**
- Winold Reiss commissioned many murals throughout Union Terminal. This gallery has two murals: what can they tell us? What are the murals made of? What do the murals depict?
- **Pre-K:** Check out the “Buzzing, whirring, clicking and ringing in the future” case. Try naming the objects you see on display.

**Investigate**
- Throughout Cincinnati’s history and today, people had a variety of jobs. What are some jobs that people had in the past that they still have today?
- Technology changes quickly. What are some ways technology has changed over the years?
- **Pre-K:** Locate the Skyline Chili door. How many hinges does the door have?

**Share**
- What is your favorite Cincinnati landmark, restaurant or memory? Why?
- Cincinnati has many parks throughout the city. Which is your favorite park? Why?
- Which time period in Cincinnati history would you visit? Why?
- **Pre-K:** What is your favorite activity to do in Cincinnati?